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recognize? not? only? the? heritage? of? the? past? but? also? the? need? for?
architecture?to?serve?well?in?today’s?framework.?We?need?not?only?to?relate?
to?the?proportions?of?the?old?but?also?to?allow?for?the?occasional?necessary?
contrast.?The?new?must?be?designed? to? fit? into? its?historic?neighborhood?
and? also? to? fit? the? fabric? of? the? city? as? a? whole.?We? must? design? the?
cityscape?to?enhance?the?preserved?old?and?the?proposed?new.?We?must?be?
imaginative?and? creative?within?our?own? time?and?place,? solve?our?own?
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“New?construction?on?vacant? lots? in? the?district? is?subject? to? the?
review? and? comment? of? the? Philadelphia?Historical?Commission,?whose?
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